. Schematic of the methods evaluated in this study. A. Benchmarking of the assemblers, read pre-processing methods, and thresholds on genome coverage and read mapping identity used to calculate abundance matrices. B. Estimation of the impact of strain heterogeneity on the assembly efficiency. Reference genomes were replaced by populations composed of a set of related strains controlled by 3 parameters. C. Evaluation of the different normalization methods across the three types of datasets, with varying differences in sequencing depth across samples. For all panels, the different methods tested are indicated for each step, and the method and/or threshold chosen or optimal are highlighted in blue (other tests are colored in gray). The metrics used to identify the optimal methods/thresholds are indicated on the left, in green for metrics to maximize, red for metrics to minimize, and black for metrics to compare to "true" data based on whole communities. QC: qualitycontrolled.
Supplementary Figure 3.
Influence of assembly software and read curation on genome recoverydotplots (underlying data for boxplots presented in Figure 1 ). In these plots, each dot represents the assembly of a single genome in a single sample. A. Genome recovery (i.e. genome coverage by all contigs, y-axis) by genome coverage (x-axis) for different assemblers (colors). B. Genome recovery in a single contig (i.e. genome coverage by the largest assembled contig, y-axis) by genome coverage (xaxis) for different assemblers (colors). C. Genome recovery (i.e. genome coverage by all contigs, yaxis) by genome coverage (x-axis) for different read curation methods (colors). B. Genome recovery in a single contig (i.e. genome coverage by the largest assembled contig, y-axis) by genome coverage (xaxis) for different read curation methods (colors). Influence of strain-level diversity on assembly efficiency. These tests were computed on one mock community (Sample_1), where each reference genome was replaced with a set of related strains with varying divergence and relative abundances. In each plot, the y-axis represents the ratio between the largest contig assembled for a genome when strain heterogeneity is introduced and the same parameter without strain heterogeneity (i.e. previous assemblies of the same Sample_1). Plots on the top row display the differences in QC reads assemblies between assemblers, while plots on the bottom row show differences between different reads processing for metaSPAdes assemblies. Populations are grouped based on the different parameters controlling strain heterogeneity, i.e. relative abundance of the dominant strain (left), divergence of the strains (middle), and number of strains in the population (right).
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